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Fly Fishing the White
and Norfork Rivers –
The Guides Speak

Country Oaks Available
for Fishing

Almost thirty years ago Steve
Wright wrote “Ozark Trout Tales,
A Fishing Guide to the White River System”. For twenty five years,
fishermen have been yearning for
a second edition of the classic.
This month we have a treat for
you yearners. We are giving you a
preview of Keith Campbell’s upcoming book “Fly Fishing the
White and Norfork Rivers – The
Guides Speak”. Keith interviewed
a number of our local guides. They
discuss why/how they became
guides, their fishing philosophy
and techniques, and their recommendations for fishing rigs and
flies. The book will include the
interviews, history of the Bull
Shoals and Norfork tailwaters,
boating techniques, fishing rigs,
and fly patterns. These are the
names (in alphabetical order) of
the guides who will appear in the
book: John Berry, Steve Dally,
Dale Fulton, Chad Johnson, Ron
McQuay, Jim Traylor, Dave Whitlock, Hank Wilson, and Davy
Wotton. The chapter that we are
presenting is the interview with
Chad Johnson.
Cont. Pg. 16

Jerry Weber, long time friend of
the North Arkansas Fly Fishers
and owner of the Country Oaks
B&B in Mountain View, has given
to NAFF members permission to
fish his 7 acre pond. When you
read the “Fly of the Month” article
by Bob Verboon, you will see that
he recently caught a bunch of
largemouth Bass in the pond. The
pond is filled with bass, panfish
(both sunfish and crappies), and
big carp. The pond is suitable for
fishing from shore, wading, or
float tubing. Bob Verboon has had
great success in his float tube. I
have had good luck just walking
the shoreline.
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Country Oaks B&B is located just
south of Mountain View on State
Highway 9. You should park at
the outbuilding that is east of the
pond. There is a track that takes
you to the building on the right
immediately after you turn in on
the driveway. There is no need to
report to the main building.
Please don’t come as a crowd, two
or three people is fine, and be
sure to leave area as you find it. If
you run into Jerry or Carole Weber, thank them profusely!

May President’s
Message
Here we are another month dealing
with the virus, but the State is starting
to open up from our lockdown.
There are more boats on the water,
both at the rivers and lakes. Wade
fishing is still a bit tough. With all the
rain we have had this spring, the lakes
are about 20+ feet above power pool
so expect flows to be higher than can
comfortably be waded for quite a
while. Fishing has been hit or miss
depending on the river flows. Some
days you get some salad trailers as you
drift, others you get fish. Those salad
days are tough as you are constantly
cleaning up your rigs. On a day like
that, just enjoy being outside.

Weather Cancellation
Policy
NAFF Activities or Meeting will be cancelled or
postponed when the
Mountain Home Public
Schools Cancel Classes.
Check KTLO radio website for school closing
info.

Earlier in April I went out with Mike
Enger on his boat along with Tom
Emerick. When we took a break for
lunch, we noticed a juvenile Bald Eagle in a tree just downstream. Once
we started back up, I almost immediately hooked a small rainbow, but as
we were ready to net it, that juvenile
Bald Eagle came out of the tree and
tried a steal within about 6 feet of the
boat. He missed and the bow lived to
swim another day. That is the closest

to a wild eagle I have ever been. What
a thrill.
So, as you fish, also look around and
enjoy your surroundings. We have
some of the most diverse fishing in the
nation with both warm and cold water
available to us year round. Most of us
moved here because of the fishing, me
included. What I did not expect is all
the other beautiful surroundings. I
grew up in Nevada, and our views were
much more open, usually sagebrush
horizon to horizon. So do not take in
just the water, but what is above and
on the shore. Who knows what you
might spot? So have fun fishing and
enjoying the wildlife!
As of the writing, the campgrounds are
starting to allow visitors. Our restaurants and other businesses will start
opening, but we still need to be vigilant. Please be careful and respect the
social distancing at the ramps, as you
launch, as they are generally full.
Stay Safe,
David M Boyer
President, NAFF

Tale Waters

Fly of the Month
Foam Froggie

Saga of the Foam Froggie
I was living in Oklahoma when I
first got into fly fishing. During
the early 90s I fished for Large
Mouth Bass from my float tube in
local private ponds. Some of you
remember the old truck tire tubes
covered with canvas. It was a great
way to fish ponds. I also tied my
own flies--all Dave Whitlock deer
hair patterns. However, my first
love was trout fishing. I had fished
the Sierra Nevada high country for
years when I lived in California,
with spinning tackle with lures
and nightcrawlers but never with a
fly rod. I moved to Arkansas in
1976 but still fished conventional
tackle for bass from a bass boat
and trout in the White and Little
Red Rivers from the bank, mostly
with Canadian Crawlers. I had
first fished the White in 1967
while visiting my wife’s family. It’s
one of the reasons we moved to
Arkansas along with the great bass
fishing. Over the years I learned
how to locate bass and catch them.
Not so much with trout.
When I moved to Oklahoma, I
joined a Trout Unlimited club in
Tulsa where I learned how to fly
fish the Little Red River and Cow

Shoals during the brown trout
spawn. There wasn’t near the pressure on them back then. I still had
family in Little Rock so when I
came to see them. I spent a lot of
time on the Little Red with my
son during those visits. He also
was an avid bass fisherman but
still loved to fish for trout, especially with a fly rod. He still does
for that matter. He just won’t let
me use a fly rod in his bass boat.
Something about his image. I still
loved fishing for bass in those Oklahoma ponds though.
Then I attended my first Southern
Conclave in Mountain Home in
the early 90s and couldn’t believe
how much it changed my life. I
learned so much and made a point
to attend every year thereafter. I
found out a few years later about
the Federation of Fly Fisher’s conference in Livingston, Montana
and decided to attend. I located an
RV park from the literature I
picked up at the Southern Conclave (No Google back then) and
as fate would have it, I parked my
5th wheel next to Ray Radley and
his wife Sandy. They were from
Northern California at that time
and avid fly fishers. They are still
best of friends to this day, although I haven’t seen them in almost 20 years. Ray lives in Thompson Falls, Montana now. We still
keep in touch by phone.
It just so happened that Ray was a
featured Tier at the FFF and I
spent a lot of time with him at the
show. He is an outstanding tier. I
learned a great deal on how to tie
from him. I needed it. He learned
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that I liked float tube fishing and
he did also, so he invited me to
camp next to him and some fellow
fly fishermen at Hebgen Lake, located just west of West Yellowstone, after the show. We spent
the next three days trolling for
huge Rainbows from our float
tubes. We used full floating line
and a Wooly Bugger called a
Christmas Tree because it had a
lot of red and green in it. This was
a whole new experience for me.
The trout came slow but well
worth the effort. I returned for
several years thereafter and then
we just drifted apart but still kept
in touch.
One day a few years later when I
still lived in Oklahoma, I received
a surprise package from Ray. It was
a box full of foam flies. He decided to experiment with bass flies
and got carried away. He shipped
some extras to me.
Just this last year, almost 28 years
after meeting Ray, I decided to
experiment with foam myself. I
have had much success with them
and my Foam Froggie is just one
example. I caught over 20 LGM
between 12 and 15 inches on
Country Oaks pond recently. Of
course there are days when bass
will bite anything. It’s still my goto fly when I’m in my “Belly Boat”
on a pond from now on.
I just learned today that Ray had a
massive stroke, so I’m going to go
see him in Thompson Falls this
summer. He’s not able to fish anymore and is going to give me another box of flies. I’m looking for-
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ward to seeing him again. That’s
what friendships are all about.
Foam Froggie Material List;
3/0 Worm Hook or suitable large
2X hook of choice.
280 Denier Fluorescent Fire Orange thread
2 Olive Marabou Feathers
3-4 strands of Olive Krystal Flash
Hen Hackle Feather or Deer Hair
for more bulk (Olive or Orange)

Attach the thread midway, wrap
forward towards the eye, stopping
about 1/8 inch from the eye and
then begin wrapping back towards
the bend of the hook, stopping
just over the barb.
Step 3.

2mm orange craft foam
and 2mm Frog Foam glued together. (I use E 60000) cut to ¾” X 3
½ inch strip

Stack and spin deer hair around
base of marabou, lash down loose
hairs at base with several wraps of
thread, or palmer a Hen feather in
same place for less bulk. Fold
barbs back with fingers and secure
hackle with 2 to 3 wraps.
Step 6.

Medium Olive Cactus Chenille 8”
long.

Long Needle
Solid Eyes with stem. (Gold)
Olive Silicone Legs (Barred)

Attach stripped marabou over top
of the shank. Wrap forward to
middle of shank. Trim tips
Step 4.

TYING INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1.

Secure foam with several wraps of
thread¼ inch in front of eye and
start crisscross pattern, tightening
the thread as you go, and then
start close tight wraps to build a
tapered body. Finish wraps at deer
hair base.
Step 7.

Secure hook in vice. Anchor well
because you will be pulling tightly
on thread against the shank.
Step 2.

Wrap back to tie in point and attach Krystal Flash with X wrap on
top of the shank. Fold strands
back with fingers and secure with
3 to 4 wraps of thread.
Step 5.

Tie in Cactus Chenille at base.
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both sides for a proper eye placement.

Wrap thread forward and then
chenille closely and tightly to
about ¼ inch from eye. Tie off
about ¼ inch in front of eye leaving 2-3 inches of chenille hanging.

Step 11

Add touch of glue to the hole (Zap
-a-gap, Shoe Goo, E6000 or glue of
choice) Insert stem of eyes in one
hole. Then the other. You might
have to clip a little of the stem off
to get a good set.
Step 10.

Loop the tips of the 2 legs on both
sides to make the feet.

Step 8.

Finished Fly

Fold foam over shank and secure
at thread point with 3-4 thread
wraps, ¼ inch from eye of hook
Wrap the remainder of space in
front of foam with remaining chenille, building up a hefty head. Tie
off at eye of hook leaving a
smooth taper.
Step 9.

Story and Fly by
Bob Verboon
Thread a piece of monofilament
through eye of a long needle making a loop. Place silicone legs
through loop and pull legs
through eye of needle with mono,
partially leaving half on one side
and half all the way through.
Push needle through foam behind
tie in point. Pull one end of leg on
through leaving the other end on
opposite side. Repeat procedure
close to the first one.

Heat tip of needle or bodkin with
a match or lighter. Indent foam on
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River Fishing Report

Our caddis hatch for the rivers
began last month and continues
into May despite all the rain and
higher flows. Heck even some dry
fly action can be had on some of
the eddy and slower waters along
the edges. Despite the higher
flows some good fish are being
caught out of the rivers on both
dry and nymphal versions of the
caddis. Long leaders of course
with either 5X or 4X tippet typically 10 to 14 feet in length with an
indicator and split shot fished on
or near the bottom will bring best
results.
Using shorter heavier
leaders fished along the banks
amongst the trees and rocks can
also be productive but expect to
lose some flies and or catch trees
and overhangs. I would also expect
some pretty subtle takes so if your
indicator barely moves set the
hook and then just make another
cast. Personally, I like to look for
shallow gravel or grassy areas such
as submerged islands or the edges
of islands. One such spot is the
submerged gravel bar at Three
Chutes. Fish will typically begin
to congregate on top of this type
of area if the water does not fluctuate too much. At this same gravel
bar fish can be found on the drop

off or the sloping drop off. Drift
it a couple of times and see if it
works. Another area is inside
bends where the water flows are a
bit slower.
As May turns into June the Sulphur hatch will start up and PTs
will begin to work even better. Rig
up as described above. Choose
your favorite PT (pheasant tail)
and do the same drifts. Hopefully
by this time the river levels will be
a bit more fisherman friendly. Of
course, copious amounts of rain
will prevent this from happening.
Jim Traylor
http://theflyfishing-store.com/
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Musings of a Fly Fishing
Guide
“Respect for The River”

If you look at the pictures closely,
you will see a fairly new L60Supreme River Boat that was accidentally overturned, pushed up on
its side, and lodged against a tree.
How that small tree is able to hold
that river boat still while the water
from the White River pushes
against it, I will never know. These
pictures were taken on March 3,
2020 in Buffalo City. The accident
took place on the afternoon of
March 2, as Bull Shoals Dam was
generating 23,482 cubic feet per
second of water. There were three
adults in the boat wearing life preservers when the accident occurred. One person was thrown
out of the boat, while the other
two hung on to the side of the
boat for dear life. The one thrown
out of the boat was floating downstream with the current, blowing a
whistle that was attached to his
flotation device, and desperately
trying to swim towards a small island nearby. Fortunately, someone
from Riley’s Station and the
White Buffalo Resort saw what
had happened, jumped into a
boat, and motored a short distance to rescue the three fishermen. Considering what could
have happened, these three anglers
were truly fortunate that no one
was severely injured or, worse, lost
their life due to drowning. There

a r e
two particularly important factors
that probably saved their lives—
everyone was wearing a personal
flotation device, and someone
close by saw it happen and responded quickly to the incident.
There are four boats, including
this one, that I know of along the
White River that will be pulled
out as soon as the water flows are
low enough to recover them.
Hopefully, they can be repaired
and put back in service.
Rick, the owner and operator of
the boat in the story, lives in Austin, Texas. The day the accident
took place, Rick was fly fishing a
father and son from Dallas. I have
known Rick for a few years now—
we met at the boat landing in Buffalo City and became very good
friends. Rick was planning on fishing Pat and Pat Jr. for three full
days, but due to the boating accident that left Rick without a boat,
he asked me to guide his clients
on Tuesday. This gave Rick time
to put together a recovery plan for

t h e
retrieval and repair of his boat and
motor. For Wednesday, Rick
planned to rent a boat to fish his
clients.
Pat and Pat Jr. met me Tuesday
morning at 7:30 am at the landing
in Buffalo City. After arriving,
they started walking from the parking area towards me with life preservers on. As I watched them, I
thought to myself, what kind of
mental state would father and son
be in after going through such a
traumatic event yesterday afternoon?
I was actually surprised that they
would want to go fly fishing or
even step inside of another river
boat so soon. I think I would have
taken the day off and collected my
thoughts, nerves, and emotions.
Maybe do a little praying during
the day and slap myself a couple of
times to make sure I was still alive.
But these guys were Texans, and
when you get thrown off a raging
bull in Texas, you get back up,
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ing sixty-one trout—one being an
eighteen-inch brown. They left a
lot of trout on the table, because
they weren’t always focused on
watching their indicators for a take
like they should have been. I think
they were spending a lot of their
time watching for stationary objects behind my L60-Supreme River Boat. If it were me, I would
probably be doing the same
thing—looking for stationary objects that could cause a boat to
turn over and dump us into that
cold water.
dust yourself off, mount that bull
and ride again. You get back on as
many times as necessary until you
have ridden him the full eight seconds. I think Pat and Pat Jr. saw
my river boat as a raging bull, and
they were going to climb on and
ride that boat and do a little fly
fishing along the way. They did tell
me that they had had enough excitement yesterday, paired with
some very cold water, and they
didn’t want any more of that today!
We started indicator fishing at the
boat landing in Buffalo City, gradually moving downriver toward
the White Buffalo Resort Trout
Dock. Pat and his son Pat Jr. were
into trout immediately. I had to
do a little tweaking with their casting stroke and mending practices,
but aside from that they did well.
We fished down to and around

where the accident took place the
day before. The river boat they
were in was still pinned up against
that small tree: a grim reminder of
what took place the previous afternoon.
I thought to myself, maybe I
shouldn’t have brought Pat and
his son down here. Maybe I
should have gone upriver to fish
because of what thoughts and anxieties they might still be experiencing. I didn’t ask them if they had
any concerns and they didn’t say.
They kept on fishing in and
around that overturned boat. The
only reason I chose that particular
area was that I had been catching a
lot of fish there on some of my
guide trips; in fact, I had pointed
it out to my friend Rick the day
before, which is why he was fishing in that area to begin with. Pat
and his son finished the day catch-

Having respect for our tail waters,
especially during high water releases, is especially important. Wearing a personal flotation device
could save your life. Throwing out
an anchor during high water conditions is begging for trouble, because it can jerk the bow or stern
of your boat under water. Using a
drag chain without a breakaway
system in place can also pull a river boat underwater. Don’t allow
your boat to float into stationary
objects that can flip or turn you
over. A number of things can happen on our tail waters that can
quickly turn a great day of fly fishing into a disaster, so stay safe and
use some common sense while
navigating our rivers. Don’t let
this happen to you!

Danny Barker
Fly Fishing Guide
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Davy Wotton
The Damsel Nymph

I am sure most of you have seen
members of the group Odonata
namely Dragon and Damsel flies
of which there are many different
species in the world. In fact, the
dragonfly is the largest winged water born insect.
So here is the major difference to
identify between the two.
A damsel fly will rest with its wings
closed usually in an upright position, a dragonfly at rest will have
its wings open and spread out. Often, when you are out fishing,
damsel flies will land on your rod
or boat.
Both Dragons and Damsel species
vary considerably in color and size
based on geographical location.
Often, they are the more prolific
species found living in a particular
water, which may be small ponds,
large lakes, small creeks and large
rivers.

In the case of dragonflies, you can
see them here on our rivers and
lakes, around August and September with 1000s swarming. What
they are doing is looking for bugs
to eat and as they do so, they
move in swarms across the waterways and fields. Also, at this time
you may see the females ovipositing eggs as they dance close to the
surface. It is also at this time they
are vulnerable to both cold and
warm water fish species. Bass love
‘em and so do trout when they can
catch them.
On the other hand, damsel species
generally crawl down bankside
vegetation, rocks and floating
moss beds and lily pads to lay their
eggs. In the water, they are vulnerable to fish. In my time l have had
some very memorable days fishing
sunk damsels around weed beds
for large trout.
The nymph of the two does differ.
In the case of a dragonfly it is a
voracious bug that lives close to
the stream or lakebed and whatever it can catch, which may also
include small fish, it will eat. In
the case of the dragon nymph,
they will generally chose to live in
and around vegetation as that is
where they are likely to find food
that also chooses to live in the
same locations. It is not able to
swim as the damsel nymph can
but chooses to crawl around. The
dragonfly nymph will crawl from
the water to a suitable station for
emergence which is nearly always

at dusk for the reason that it is a
time consuming process. During
darkness this stage of transition is
less likely to be seen by prey such
as birds.
In the case of dragonfly nymphs,
yes there are imitations; but l have
never found them to be worthwhile fishing. It’s pretty tough to
fish a fly amongst moss beds.

In the case of the damsel nymph
they also choose the same habitat
as dragon nymphs; but they differ
in that they can swim. By doing
so, they do move around the water
ways. In their case they generally
emerge during daytime hours,
more so on sunny warm days. At
this time, they are vulnerable to
fish as they swim to structure that
allows for them to emerge as the
winged adults; and when they do
fish, will tune in to them. I have
caught trout full of both the
nymphs and the winged insect.
So do not dismiss the value of
damsel fly imitations for all species in our rivers and lakes.

OK tying a damsel nymph.
It’s not a difficult fly but it does
take some attention to detail by
way of the profile. Damsels
nymphs can vary in color, l have
seen them in tones of olive, green
and tan.
For my example here.
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Hook, size 10 Longshank.
Thread. UTC olive
Tail. I used Olive grizzly marabou,
but you can use a bunch of regular
marabou or a pair of olive hackle
tips.
Body. Whitlock no. 11 Damsel
olive dubbing.
Rib. Olive body fine stretch tubing. You can use mono.
Thorax. Olive Swiss straw.
Hackle. Olive
Eyes. Mono glass bead eyes. You
can also use bead chain eyes gold.
You can buy Damsel eyes which
are two beads set on burnt mono
tips or make your own.

Tying.
Run a thread base to about halfway hook shank length. Set above
your tail material making sure it
extends about ½ the length of the
hooks shank and secure with
thread to the hook bend.
Next, catch in the ribbing material
and secure along the hook shank,
return thread to the tail end.
Now dub on your body, not too
heavy back to a position about
3/5th the hook shank length.
When done wind the rib in nice
even spaced turns.
Next your eyes, set these just a little back from the hook eye with
figure 8 turns. I will just add a dab
of crazy glue to secure them, UV is
also ok.
Cut a 2 in. length of the Swiss

straw, open it out flat. Now fold it
even twice, so you will have 4 layers. Now moisten it and tie it in
directly in front of the body.
Next select a hackle. Make sure
you have one that when wound
displays the fibers at about the
right length, better to be short
than too long. Strip off the base
fibers and tie the hackle directly in
front of the Swiss straw so that’s
it’s flat (not as you would for a
wound hackle as this hackle is
wound parachute wise).
Now form the dubbed thorax and
finish with your thread in front of
the eyes. Here’s the tricky part.
Hold the Swiss straw uppermost;
and while doing so, wind the hackle around the base of it about 3
turns. Do not let go of the hackle.
Now bring over the Swiss straw. It
will start to separate the hackle
close to the eyes. Bring it forward
and secure the hackle behind the
hook eye. It will take practice to
get this right, if you have issues
then just wind a hackle in front of
the Swiss straw before you dub the
thorax and whip finish. Now give

the Swiss straw a coat of UV and
you are done.
Fishing

the damsel nymph.

For both cold and warm water
fish species.
Lines to use are: shallow zones a
dry line, deeper water then either
intermediate or short head sink
tips.
Leader length from 9 to 12ft. I
prefer the longer if using on the
trout rivers.
Fish around moss beds or where
you see any Damsel fly activity.
The way to fish a damsel nymph is
to imitate its movements, short
quick pulls and pauses

Davy Wotton
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Spring River Report

early this year. Last Saturday had a
full blown canoe hatch. All of the
campgrounds and public areas are
open. Please stay safe and keep the
distance.
Tight lines and good luck
Mark Crawford
springriverfliesandguides.com

Water levels are at 520 cfs, 350
avg, and water clarity has been
green tinted. All of the rain lately
has kept river levels up for several
months now. Water flow has been
strong in the main river channel,
extra care is needed when wading.
Hot flies have been olive woollies
on overcast days and y2ks on sunny days. An extra split shot sinker
about a foot above the fly to get
down can be particularly useful in
the fast water.
The trout management plan is still
being created and work on rebuilding Jim Hinkle fish hatchery has
not started yet. These are two keys
things that will help the Spring
River go to the next level as a great
place to fly fish. Once the plan is
completed, the Spring River will
be a much better fishery. Jim Hinkle has been stocking 12+ inch
rainbows weekly.
Weekends have begun to get busy

Membership Report
Thank you to our club members
that have sent in your club renewals by PayPal or from the emailed
reminders. This greatly reduced
the number of hard copy reminders that needed to be sent out.
We have received just short of 100
renewals over the last several
weeks out of the 250+ that were
coming due.
Reminder notices have been sent
out in hard copy format via USPS,
with the reminder that members
may send in their renewals by mail
or PayPal. If members have their
own PayPal accounts, they may
process their renewal electronically
by sending their payment to the
following PayPal acc ount:
nafftreasurer@gmail.com
Please join me in welcoming our
latest members:
William Whetstine of Le Claire,
IA
Paul Schoeffler
Home, AR

of

Paul Ashton,
Membership Chairman

Mountain
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Warm Water Fishing
Reelfoot Lake
One of the wonderful aspects of
fishing is that it gives us a reason
to visit new places. Sometimes our
destination may be close to home
and other times we may travel a
long distance. Regardless of that
distance, or the number of visits,
eventually some will begin to stand
out as that special place that we
look forward to visiting again!
Maybe it was because of the fish
we caught, where we stayed or
simply the unique beauty of where
we were. Probably it’s a combination of experiences that gets us
excited for a return trip!
For us, one of those places, especially this time of the year, is Reelfoot Lake near Tiptonville, Tennessee. Reelfoot is only a few miles
from the Mississippi River and was
formed during the 1811-1812 New
Madrid earthquakes. This shallow
cypress and water-lily filled lake is
recognized as one of the world’s
greatest natural fish hatcheries and
is home to a variety of sunfish,
crappie, largemouth bass and catfish. TWRA has recognized Reelfoot as “The top bluegill fishery in
the state”! And this is one of the
BIG reasons why we like going
there this time of the year! Typically, the full moons during May and
June are your best bet to find large
numbers of these hard fighting
(and tasty) sunfish gathered in the
shallows for their spring spawn. If
a visit during this time of the year
doesn’t work into your schedule,
no worries, as these fish will continue to spawn throughout the

summer months.

“stumpy” lake so leave your nice
A variety of flies will work, but it’s boat at home and rent one when
hard to beat a small popper fished you get there.
on a 4wt around the abundance of In addition to the incredible fish“fishy” cover, that is literally every- ing, there is an abundance of wildwhere on this lake. Now, I would life that can be seen during a visit
be doing an injustice (sorry if this to Reelfoot. Some 200 species of
offends anyone) if I didn’t at least birds can be seen here during the
mention how productive and course of a year. This includes 40
downright fun it is to fish a cricket pairs of bald eagles that live there
or a small jig & waxworm under a year-round. Red-eared sliders of all
float (indicator!) on ultralight sizes can be seen sunning themspinning gear. Whew!
selves on just about any flat(ish)
There are a number of resorts
around the lake, with many offering fishing packages that include
lodging, boat, motor and gas. Taking your own transom mount
trolling motor and battery to use
on a rental boat is a great idea and
may be necessary depending upon
where you stay. Fishing from a kayak would also be a viable option as
boat traffic is for the most part
limited to aluminum “rental”
boats with smaller hp motors.
Word to the wise, this is a

surface they can find. And for
those of you that appreciate the
beauty of butterflies and some very
cool looking dragonflies, there are
plenty of those to be seen as well.
So, in addition to your fly gear
(and or maybe spinning) take a
camera and an “I’m going to relax
and not be in a hurry attitude”
and I can almost promise you’ll
have a great time!
Michael Schraeder
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Fly Tying Tip #14
Alternate Tools
When you create a dubbing loop
and use a spinner (photo #1), have
you then tried to wrap/palmer the
dubbing noodle with the spinner
still attached? Awkward! Instead
use an electrical clip, wrap the
thread a couple of time around
the clip, then you can cut the
thread and have a less bulky holder to wrap your dubbing in place
(photo #2 and #3). Just be careful
to not release the clip before you
palmer and tie off your dubbing,
as it will unwind!
They also make a great third hand
to hold small materials, so you do
not lose them on your tying desk.
When I have a length of trigger
point fibers, a single strand of
flash, or a single CDL feather I use
for tails, hold the excess with the
clip. The material is easily held,
much easier to find or keep from
blowing off your desk as you tie
multiple flies (photo#4).

Photo 1

Photo 3

Photo 4

Items can be found at electric supply stores like Orvac (California)
or Altex (Texas) or through the
internet. Search for “Multimeter
Part Colorful Electrical Testing
Hook Clip Grabber” or similar.
Dave Boyer

Photo 2
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Fly Fishing for Large
Rainbow Trout
Rockbridge, MO
How many of you have hiked
along the banks of Dry Run Creek
adjacent to the fish hatchery below
Norfork Dam, and looked with
wonder at the numbers and size of
trout that live there? Better yet,
have you mentored a youngster
who meets the age requirements
(under 16) to fish there legally? I
certainly have, and it was a marvelous experience. Watching the excitement and joy on the face of a
young person catching their first
trout on a fly rod brought a huge
smile to my face. Still, I looked
longingly at those big trout in the
stream and wished, just for a day,
to be 15 years old again so that I
could fish those waters with fly rod
in hand, in hopes of catching one
of those big beautiful rainbows or
browns. Sound familiar?
Well, there is a place where you
can live out that dream. It was
once described to me as “a Dry
Run Creek for adults”, or maybe it
was “for old geezers”. No matter,
this place is good for all of us.
The site is Rockbridge Rainbow
Trout and Game Ranch. This resort is tucked away in the beautiful
Ozarks about 60 miles north of
Mountain Home, AR and just a
few miles north of Gainesville,
MO. My informant told me about
Rockbridge perhaps a year ago,
but it wasn’t until Mid-April of
this year that I actually visited the
place. The folks at Rockbridge

raise their own trout in a hatchery
on site. The fish are all rainbows,
and they are large and aggressive
when released into the spring-fed
stream on their ranch. Like many
businesses this year, Rockbridge
has been impacted by the stay-athome and social distancing recommendations in response to the
Covid-19 pandemic. The number
of visitors is down, and as a result,
fishing pressure is light.
Accompanying me on this trip
were my two very good friends
with a passion for fly fishing: Danny Barker and Paul Schoeffler.
We are the guys with identical and
unusual hats that you may have
spotted fishing from a river boat
on the White River. We call ourselves the “Three Amigos” and we
were really excited to try our fishing skills at Rockbridge. The receptionists at Rockbridge, Jennifer

and Lonnie, were really friendly
and helpful in explaining the fishing regulations and layout of their
fishery.
Both catch-and-release
and keep-what-you-catch fishing
are available. Catch-and-release
permits are $85/guest for a half
day, and $145/guest for a full day.
Fly rods and barbless hooks are
required. Standard fishing permits are $30 per day/guest age 13
and older. You must keep what
you catch and the trout are $4.85
per pound live weight. Missouri
fishing license and trout stamp are
not required since it’s a private
ranch. Cleaning, freezing, and
packing are provided by the staff
and are included in the fee. Based
upon the type of fishing that you
choose, some area restrictions as
to where you can fish also apply.
We arrived early in the day for a
half day of catch-and-release fishing. There were no other fisher-
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men on site on that particular
morning, so we had the stream to
ourselves. We donned our waders
and started out using egg pattern
flies. These turned out to be good
choices as the trout readily accepted them. Rockbridge advertises
that their fish average two pounds
each, but that is not what we experienced. Whether due to slow
business or other unknown factors, these trout ran 3-5 pounds
each, with a few larger than that.
They were broad and deep, reminiscent of a salmon. Imagine
hooking a trout that immediately
bolts away from you, ripping line
off your reel at a pace you have
never experienced before. I was
using a Scientific Angler’s clickand-pawl fly reel that absolutely
screamed time and time again with
multiple runs for each fish. Honestly folks, we thought we had
stumbled upon fly fishing heaven.
Many times, we had fish on at the
same time. Sometimes one of us
would hold his rod high to play a
fish around his friend. I had a
merry chase downstream with one
speed demon trout. I felt like I
was one of those western anglers
in hot pursuit of a runaway steelhead rainbow trout. Now I am no
spring chicken, but managed to
scramble along the bank and hop
over rocks to keep up with him. I
finally netted and released him.
We lost count of the number of
fish that we caught. I will tell you
that a half day was plenty of action
for the Three Amigos. Our arms
and wrists were sore and we were
ready to partake of Rockbridge’s
burgers and fries. This was a trip

we will always remember.
Rockbridge could use more business this year, and I can say that
the experience is well worth the
cost. Some folks travel thousands
of miles and spend a lot more
money to experience catching
trout like the ones we landed.
Give it a try; you won’t be sorry.
Call 417-679-3619 or visit their
w e b s i t e
a t
www.rockbridgemo.com.
Dave Schisler
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Keith has an ulterior motive for
writing this book. He wants to
raise money to support youth programs in Marion and Baxter
Counties. The content of the book
is the result of discussions that
Keith had with Dale Fulton before
Dale’s passing. Steve Wright’s
book was often mentioned during
the discussions. Last summer
Keith presented his idea and an
early sample of the book to the
NAFF Board of Directors. Keith
was looking for financial and moral support from NAFF. We estimate that printing 500 copies of
the book will cost between $2000
and $3000. Keith has pledged
$500 of his own money to support
the cost of printing. NAFF agreed
to provide some support for the
cost of printing and no particular
amount was committed. We
would wait to see how the book
developed and review our commitment this year. The cancellation of
Sowbug seriously dented our capability to provide financial support
for much beyond our current commitments for scholarships. We,
Keith and NAFF, are looking for
others willing to help sponsor the
printing of the book. We would
like to have the book printed and
ready to put into people’s hands
by Sowbug 2021. We expect that
the book will retail for $20.00. All
proceeds from the sale of the book
(excluding setting back money for
the second printing) will go towards youth programs in Marion
and Baxter Counties, with a pref-

erence for programs that involve
fly fishing. Neither Keith, the
guides interviewed, nor NAFF will
get any money from the sales. If
you would like to make a pledge to
sponsor the first printing of the
book or pre-order a copy ($20),
contact Mike Tipton 870-4048845 or michaeltipton@centurytel.net

Fly Fishing the White
and Norfork Rivers –
The Guides Speak
Chad Johnson
MY GUIDING
I guide on the White, Norfork,
Crooked Creek, and the Buffalo
Rivers. Probably 70% of my guiding is on the White River, and
20% is on the Norfork River. I
really like going out and focusing
on what the fish are doing on that
day. A lot of times people get
caught up in focusing on what
they want to do. For example, do I
want to dry fly fish or do I want to
nymph fish. When I guide, I want
to go out on the given day for my
customers and provide them the
best fishing. We do it all. I like all
the techniques. I like the hopper
fishing, the streamer fishing, the
nymph fishing. I like to go out and
do what is going to produce the
best for that day.
A TYPICAL DAY ON THE
WATER

Maybe 80% of the time we meet at
the shop at 7:30 or 7:45 in the
morning. We pick up a couple of
flies, go to the water and get started, fish till noon, have lunch, then
continue fishing until about 4:30.
But where we go and what we do
on the White or the Norfork River, we go where the water allows.
Our days are going to be different.
It is not like I focus on one area. I
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like to fish the water wherever it is
best. I’m going to take my customers to the best water flows for what
we’re trying to do. So it’s sort of
hard for me to describe what a
typical day would be since there is
so much variation. “Typical” could
depend on whether you are fishing
for big fish or normal sized fish,
and many other factors. And so
the day before, we look at the water release schedule and we make a
decision on what to do. I call my
customers the night before, and I
tell them what my plan is.
On the average, we fish from a
motorized boat about 60% of the
time, from a drift boat about 30%
of the time, and we wade fishing
about 10% of the time. But we are
having fewer days of minimum
flow, and that has reduced the
wade fishing. It’s hard to give
somebody a plan 30, 60, or 90
days out when you don’t know
what the water is going to do.If
you are a dry fly fisherman, we
would bring you in during the dry
fly season, and we would see if we
have the water for dry fly fishing.
That’s just kind of the nature of
the beast when you’re fishing on
the tailwaters. As far as describing
a typical day, there’s not a real typical one on the White River.
I use both a motorized boat and a
drift boat. The water conditions
determine what boat I pick. If we
have low water, I like to take my
drift boat. If I have big water when
we’re throwing streamers or hop-

pers to the bank, and it's big
steady water, I really like fishing
that drift boat because I can get
you into some super tight spots
near the bank. But the downfall to
the drift boat is that I can’t change
spots like I can with a motor boat.
For example, if we put in and it is
low water, and then they turn on a
lot of water, say around 10,000
CFS, if that water comes up dirty,
guess what? I'm in that dirty water
all day, and I can’t save that trip.
I'm stuck in that big trashy water.
But if I have my motorboat, I can
run 15 miles downstream and fish
a long time, and then come back
upstream to fish the steady high
water in the afternoon. So I tend
to use the drift boat when we have
steady water, and I tend to use the
motorboat when we have up-anddown water.
Even when I take my motorized
boat, I use oars when we are fishing. Oars are so much more quiet,
compared to running my motor.
Being quiet with the oars, I can
put my boat a lot closer to where
the fish are for my clients. I feel
like the more stealth I can have,
the better. I really enjoy rowing a
boat anyway, to be in between my
customers at the center of the
boat, and to have it quiet (with no
motor on) so that we can talk. I
can better take care of my customers that way.
For fishing from a boat, my preferred generator flow is 7000 CFS.
The reason I like that level of wa-

ter is that’s where I start to feel
that I can do it all. My streamers
will start to work real well, my
hoppers start to work, and I can
still work a couple bead head
nymphs getting tight into the
bank. For wade fishing, I like minimum flow (900 CFS) up to one
generator (3,200 CFS).

HOW I BECAME A FLY FISHI N G
G U I D E
I fished as a kid, but not fly fishing. My dad was fisherman. I always had a three wheeler, and I
could drive that three wheeler
down to the end of our gravel road
that dead ended into the Pearl River (outside of Crystal Springs,
MS). So I grew up fishing the
Pearl. You know, bass fishing, catfish fishing, trot lining, bluegill
fishing, and that type of thing. So
I always had fishing in my background, but when I became a
young adult, I was not fishing. I
was off rambling, doing different
things, working, going to school. I
was windsurfing and rock climbing
with a cousin of mine a lot, doing
all the outdoor sports. And one
day he said, “Okay, it’s time for
our annual fly fishing trip.” And I
told him that I wasn’t very interested in fly fishing. But I’ll go with
you, and I’ll go rock climbing
while you all do your fishing. And
as it turned out, a week before we
left, I broke my arm on a motocross track, so I wasn’t able to rock
climb. So I decided that I’d go on
the trip and just hang out in camp
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while they fished the Norfork Rive
r
.
But, of course, I ended up fishing.
I caught only four fish in four
days. But I was hooked. I started
making a couple trips back up
here with my cousin. On one of
the trips I walked into what then
was the Mountain River Fly Shop,
and there was a guide, Clint Wilkinson, going out for the day. So I
asked about what he did as a guide
and how much money he made.
He told me, and I went home and
told my wife that we had to move.
At that time, my wife and I were
living in Crystal Springs, Mississippi. We kind of kicked that around
for a while and we were trying to
decide what to do, and I was
thinking about maybe going down
and doing some red fish guiding
because that was only a couple
hours from the house. But Hurricane Katrina happened. As soon
as Katrina hit, my buddies down
there were not getting any work,
and so I turned around and came
up here. In 2005, while my wife
stayed in Mississippi, I took a little
eight dollar an hour construction
job here in Mountain Home.
I started going up to the fly shop
every day, where I swept floors and
I helped stock shelves for free.
About a month and a half into it,
the owner asked me what I was
doing. I told him that I thought if
I showed him how hard I work,
that he might hire me. And so he
did. He told me to give my two

week notice at the job where I was
working, which I did. I started
working at the fly shop, starting at
the register for about a year and a
half. And then they started giving
me guiding trips with kids on Dry
Run Creek. And then I started
getting guide trips on the White
River in 2007.
I sort of bullied my way in. I saw
what I wanted, and I went for it. It
worked. After that first year of
working at the fly shop, we traveled to some fly fishing shows, and
at one of them, our table was next
to a person who owned a lodge in
Alaska. I worked in Alaska for that
summer, and then I came back to
this area and moved my wife up
fr om
M is s iss ippi.
So I was working at the shop parttime and guiding part-time, and
that went on for about three years.
So after the four-year total of being
at the fly shop, I began to get
enough guiding business that I no
longer had time to work in the fly
shop. I got all the fly fishing classes
together at the shop so that I
could still be a part of the fly shop.
And then in 2010, Steve Dally put
me in as the head guide at the fly
shop so I could help run the guide
c
r
e
w
.
COMMON FLY FISHING MIST A K E S
I
S E E
The number one mistake they
make before the trip even starts is
lack of practicing their casting. For
a lot of my clients, it’s only the

second time in the year that they
picked up the stick. A little practice in the yard would go a long
way on the river. We get a lot of
people who end up practicing
their casting on the river. If they
would get a little bit of that practice in before they come to us,
much more of their time on the
river would be spent fishing, not
practicing
casting.
The other thing I see that happens
so often is that some people feel
like if they have the fly in the water, they are fishing. For example,
when fishing streamers, if you get
to the point where you’re just
throwing them out and then raking them back in, and throwing
them out and raking them back
in, they’re not really fishing those
flies. We could say the same thing
with the nymph rig. If you’re just
throwing your nymph out and letting it float but you’re not hitting
the seams in the water, and you’re
not hitting structure, then you’re
not fishing as effectively as you
could be. Probably the biggest
problem I see besides not practicing their casting is not actively fishing their flies. Just because we
have a fly in the water doesn’t
mean we’re fishing.
HOW TO SELECT THE BEST
FLIES FOR DIFFERENT TIMES
OF THE YEAR
The easiest suggestion on that is to
go by a local fly shop. Go to
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whichever fly shop you pick in the
area. We use Dally’s Ozark Fly
Fisher, but whatever fly shop you
pick, ask what the fish are hitting
on. At Dally’s Ozark Fly Fisher,
most of the guides report what
flies the fish are hitting on when
they come in at the end of the day,
and this is valuable information.

to my guide buddies there, but I
still go to the local fly shop and I
say “Hey boys, what are you all
catching them on?”

One approach some people use
that is not very effective is to say,
“Well it’s springtime now, and
we’re into our midge hatches.” But
which midges? There are thousands of them. Which midges are
they eating? There are probably
dozens that would work, but
which ones have we found from
yesterday’s fishing that are best for
the White River? You can find
that out in the local fly shops. In
our fly shop, we have what we call
custom flies and local flies. Those
are flies tied by local people that
are specifically designed for the
White and Norfork rivers.

My preferred knot for tying a fly to
a tippet is a nonslip loop knot,
and my favorite is a perfection
loop. The reason I like that is that
it allows the streamers to move
within the loop, which allows the
fly to have more action. But even
with my nymphs I will tie that
nonslip loop knot. If you have a
bug that has heavy weight on the
front, like a big tungsten bead, if I
tie that on a loop knot, it will be
able to turn and dive into the water, and this will get your bug
down faster. So that nonslip loop
knot allows my flies to get deeper
penetration faster and to give the
fly more action. It pulls double
duty if you’re using a heavy heade
d
f
l
y
.

So the fly shop should be your
first stop when you arrive in this
area to fly fish. That’s part of the
job of the guys working in the fly
shops. By asking the question
about what flies are working,
you’re not putting anybody out.
You’re going to buy a few flies anyway, so that’s good business from
the fly shop. They really don’t
mind giving you that information.
I suggest this to anybody wherever
they go. When I go someplace to
fish, I’ve done research, I’ve talked

MY PREFERRED KNOT FOR
ATTACHING MY FLY TO THE
T
I
P
P
E
T

For dry flies, I use an improved
clinch knot. I go to the loop knot
when I go to streamers or I’m trying to get a nymph to dive.
IF PEOPLE WANT TO CATCH
MANY FISH AND DON’T
CARE ABOUT SIZE
Summer, high water: Using a
strike indicator, I place a red or

pink size 16 San Juan worm above
a silver or black Davy Wotton Super Midge in size 14.
Summer, low water: Using a strike
indicator, I place a tungsten bead
head sow bug (either a Clint Sunday Special or a Hair and Copper)
above a ruby midge. The bead
head sow bug serves as the weight
to get the flies down.
Winter, high water: A peach colored egg on top with a size 14 Davy Wotten White Tailed Midge
(black and white or red and white)
on the bottom.
Winter, low water: A size 14 Devil’s Jig, which is a mayfly, on top of
a root beer midge on the bottom.
IF PEOPLE WANT TO CATCH
BIG FISH AND DON’T CARE
ABOUT NUMBERS
Summer, low water: Hoppers and
beetles

Summer, high water: Big hopper
or streamer
Winter: I want to discourage people from catching big fish during
the winter in low water because
the winter brown trout are spawning. We don’t want people fishing
to our spawning brown trout. We
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want those browns to be able to
spawn so we will have naturally
reproduced brown trout. The only
way we can keep the big browns in
these rivers and provide the fish
that people come to these rivers to
catch is to let our browns spawn.
We need to leave them alone and
let them do their thing. I know
that years ago, it was acceptable to
fish to spawning fish, but we don’t
do that anymore.
So I think I want to say that
there’s not a lot of low water fishing for the big fish unless you do it
absolutely right. There are some
opportunities to sling some soft
hackles just before they go on the
spawn. When they are staging they
will eat well, but a lot of people
have a hard time determining
when they are staging compared to
when they are spawning, and so
please be very aware that if they
are on a big white spot in the
rocky bottom of the river and
they’re not moving, they’re on the
beds, and we should leave them
alone.
The winter trophy fishing is phenomenal. My clients never catch
them any bigger than what they
catch in February. At that time,
the big browns have just come off
the beds, they are aggressive, and
they are hungry. Winter trophy
fishing here is an awesome deal as
long as you do it right. I stay
booked for a month and a half
straight, and we are throwing big
streamers.

IF I HAD ONLY ONE FLY
If I had only one fly to use in the
summer, for big browns, it would
be size 6 pink Western Lady. If I
was looking to catch more fish
during the summer, I would probably be using a ruby midge.

If I had only one fly to use in the
winter in high water, it would be a
7 inch yellow Sluggo. That’s an
e a s y
d e c i s i o n .
THREE FLIES I HAVE DEVELOPED
Probably my number one is a
Sluggo. It's a 5 inch or 7 inch articulated streamer. I have several different things in mind related to
this fly. One is to design a big
streamer that has a lot of action,
but is a lot more castable than the
heavy streamers. In addition, I was
trying to imitate a 7 inch bait fish.
So I use all synthetics and buck
tail. That sheds water well. With
the modern sinking line that we
have now, we don't have to add
lead to a deer head fly to make it
sink. So when I discovered that if I
didn't put the lead on the head
and use the deer hair head to create lift, and let the sinking line
different pull the fly down, then
the struggle between the two created a really erratic action that ended up looking like the wounded
bait fish I was looking for. That fly
has been a big producer on smallmouth, largemouth, brown trout,

and stripers. That has been one of
m y
t o p
b u g s .
In order to create a fly with more
action within the fly, I developed
another fly called the Big Johnson.
What I did with this fly was keep
the same principle of the floating
deer hair with the sinking line to
get that struggle, but I took out
the buck tail on the back hook
and added palmered marabou because this has a lot of action in it.
And then on the front hook, I replaced my buck tail with palmered
marabou. And then right in front
of the deer hair head in order to
get a collar on it and make it have
a body profile from the front, I
reverse tied craft fur so that it covered and draped back over the
deer hair head. So now I have the
same Sluggo action of a wounded
bait fish, but everything in the fly
also moves. The fly flexes, and the
marabou has that pulsating action.
The other fly I want to mention
would be the Little Pete. That is
the same as the Big Johnson, but it
is not articulated. So it is a single
hook fly. I tie those in 3 inch and
4 ½ inch sizes. That is a really
good single hook fly when our fish
are eating minnows, and they are
not super aggressive, when there’s
more of a feeding bite rather than
an aggressive bite. These are really
good flies to imitate a minnow.
All three of these flies are good
brown trout flies for the White or
the
Norfork
rivers.
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MY SUGGESTI ONS FOR
THOSE WHO WANT TO
WADE FISH
My suggestion is that they need to
be open on the dates when they
fish. I understand how most of us
plan our vacations, and we decide
that next July 10, I’m headed over
to the White River. The problem
with that is that if we are in a high
water week, our little high water
scenario, there won’t be any wade
fishing to be had. So one thing
they can do is look at our water
flows. For instance, last year we
had a flood in December. So if we
have a flood in December, we’re
very likely to have high water for
quite some time. The one time
you can potentially see that water
come down to a wade fishable level might be during the spring
when the power company that operates the dam is not selling very
much power.
So when are our two peak power
times? They are summer and winter. So if people can allow themselves some flexibility on dates,
maybe plan on going either in May
or June, that would help. Now as a
guide, I’m going to anticipate the
water situation for the next three
months, and I can have some good
feedback for my potential clients.
A lot of times what we will see if
we’re not in a flood stage, and the
dam flow is simply generating for
power, the flow will be cut off a
little more on the weekends. So if
you can allow yourself a weekend

day, that is going to give you a better wading opportunity.
Nothing is certain about the water
situation here, but there are some
situations that provide a greater
possibility for certain types of water, and sometimes we can use
those possibilities to plan our
trips. The lower the lake, the lower
the river is going to be potentially.
The higher the lake, the more water they may be letting out at the
dam, and so the higher the river
potentially. If you will go on the
website Dally’s Ozark Fly Fisher,
there is a section titled “How to
read our waters”. That’s a very
good place to go to get your mind
wrapped around what’s going on
with the water at the time.
Our river is listed in the top 10
deadliest rivers in the country. We
don’t have big white water, that’s
not where the danger is. The danger is people not being aware of
the changing flow of water. This
water going up and down is what
has put us on that list. With people not realizing the water is going
up, they wade farther out than is
safe.
What we would like to see you do
is wade into an area and then pick
something out near the water’s
edge that you can easily keep your
eye on. Because what happens at
times is when it goes from minimum flow to when the water starts
coming up, the beginning of that

push may not involve a lot of water, and it may not be noticed. But
the big water may be coming, and
by the time you notice that everything is moving fast around you,
maybe getting a bubble line in
front you, by that point, it has already come up and you should be
worried about getting back across
the river.
But if you watch something on the
shoreline, you pick out something
2 inches higher than the water
line, and you keep watching that
spot, when you notice that the water is getting higher to that item
you pick out, you have plenty of
time to get out of the river. If you
wait, and that rock is covered 6
inches and the water is moving
fast, you might have water coming
in on your butt pretty quick. So
find a marker to watch. Poke a
stick into the ground if you need
to. Or set a big rock right on the
river’s edge.
I don’t by any means want to scare
anybody off, because the White
and Norfork rivers are very wadable. But at the same time, we want
people to be very aware. We have
the greatest little hillbilly tool on
the whole river. If you go onto
Dally’s app, you click on “water
flows,” Newland’s Resort has a
camera pointed at their dock, and
they have spoons attached at different heights on a tree. However
high that dock floats in line with
which spoon is an indication of
ho w h ig h t he w at e r is .
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IF YOU WANT TO BRING
YOUR BOAT
One thing I can say with certainty
is that a drift boat is always okay.
There is never a time, whether low
or high water, that a drift boat
won’t get it done.

The deal with a motorized boat is
that once we get up into the category called a bass boat, those are
too big to be on the river for several reasons. One reason is that they
create a danger for everybody else
because a bass boat taking off
down the middle of the river will
swamp some of the smaller river
boats. A second reason is that if
your bass boat is running up and
down the river on high water, and
you are not right in the spot where
you put your boat in, if the dam
reduces the flow, you might not
get your boat back upstream without tearing your motor to pieces.
So big boats are pretty sketchy.
What we like to see and what we
feel that people are more safe in is
anywhere from a 16 to 20 foot
john boat with a motor from 10
hp up to 40 hp. That rig works
great on this river. But you want
that flat bottom of the boat because if you have any kind of keel
on it, there are places where you
could tear that thing to pieces. So
for your boat to be safe and for
you to be safe, don’t bring too big
of a boat.

Another important point regarding the boat situation is that it’s
really easy to go down river, but
it’s not as easy to come back up.
So a lot of times when people first
come, even if they have a motorboat, they should think about using a shuttle service. For example,
put in up high on the river, maybe
around the dam, and take out at
Wildcat Shoals. That way, they
don’t have to try to run back up
those shoals. You can always get
out of the boat and walk your boat
down skinny shoals. That is safe,
and you won’t tear anything up.
But to come back up that, you
might tear something up if the
water is low. So you can have a
$30 shuttle run the first time, and
after you’ve gotten on the water
and run it a couple days, you can
best judge if you need to continue
using that shuttle service. Just be
aware that if you made it up Wildcat Shoals at 8 o’clock in the
morning, that doesn’t mean that
the water will be deep enough
when you come through at noon.
The dam may have cut the water
down. So don’t get it in your head
that if you got through a spot once
with no trouble, you will be able
to do it the next time. Every shoal
on the river may change every day,
if not every hour. So don’t get
yourself caught in one of those
scenarios. That’s where the shuttle
can really bring in some safety.
PROTECTING OUR RIVERS
A N D
F I S H

Asking me about this is a loaded
question. We are not adequately
protecting our rivers and fish. Different fishermen have different
opinions, but one issue I would
mention is chumming on this river. To the best of my knowledge, it
is illegal for us fly fishermen to
stand in the river and shuffle our
feet in the gravel because we may
kick up a sow bug or a scud, and
that would be considered chumming. That is illegal for us to do.
But it is perfectly legal for the bait
fishermen to pour out buckets full
of corn, crushed up crawdads,
minnows, and whatever else they
want, and chum these fish to their
boats.
In my mind, what happens is these
guys go out, and let’s say some of
these guides have clients who
catch 100 to 150 rainbows in a day
because they have chummed them
up with corn. A huge percentage
of those fish that are caught have
taken the hook deep into their
throat or swallowed the bait. Some
bait fishermen are catching 50 to
75 fish a day, but they are keeping
only their legal limits, which is five
per day. They are releasing most of
their fish. So as you can imagine,
we have a huge kill rate on those
fish.
When they release the fish that
have hooks deep in the fish, they
do one of two things. They either
rip the hook out of the fish’s
throat, in which case there’s great
damage done to the fish, or they
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cut the line and leave the hook in.
Now we have all heard about how
a fish’s stomach acid will eat
through a hook. But if the hook is
not in the stomach, stomach acid
will never get to that hook. For
fish that have a hook stuck in their
throat, I imagine there is a high
death rate there.

We put 2 million rainbows in the
river a year. If we would do away
with chumming, and those same
fishermen went out and caught 20
fish each day, this would really
reduce the death rate on our released fish. If there was a lower
percentage kill rate from fish being
released, the stocker fish could be
held longer in the hatchery to be
allowed to grow to a bigger size.
The hatchery wouldn’t have to
produce as many fish, so they
could hold the fish in the hatchery
longer to get bigger. So that would
give us a little bit bigger rainbow
coming out of the hatchery. It
wouldn’t cost us as much because
we wouldn’t have to produce or
deliver as many fish. In addition, if
we could eliminate chumming and
reduce the kill rate of the fish that
were released, more fish would
stay in the water longer and would
get bigger.
In my mind, at what point do we
stop protecting the fishermen and
start protecting the fish? And tell
the bait fishing guides that if
they’re going to do that for a living, they need to learn how to
catch fish without chumming.

That may not be the most politically correct way of putting it, or
the nicest way, but the brass tacks
is that we have some very simple
things that we could do on this
river that would make a huge difference.

that, or we will never succeed.
Whitlock was fortunate. When he
came in, there was an 18 inch restriction on the brown trout, and
that protected them. We have to
have some kind of protection for
these Bonneville cutthroat.

Most people don’t know that this
used to be a big rainbow fishery,
and it was nothing to go out and
catch five and six pound rainbows
every day. Those big rainbows
were all caught out of here and
kept. So all of a sudden, this river
became a big brown trout fishery.
Well, we know that was because of
Dave Whitlock with his Vibert
Box program. To a lot of the locals, they just think the river
changed. Well, there’s a reason it
changed. We killed all the big rainbows, and then Dave Whitlock
was nice enough to come back in
and give his time and build up the
brown trout fishery. We can ruin
what we have now, too, if we don’t
protect it.

This river is already a world-class
fishery and we can make it even
b
e
t
t
e
r
.

We have Bonneville cutthroat
now, and I’d love to see “no keep”
on those for five years. We will
never know how well our Bonneville cutthroat program can work if
we don’t have some type of protection. We trout fishermen, and
Trout Unlimited, are putting a lot
of time and money into this cutthroat program, just like Dave
Whitlock did with our brown
trout program, which we know is
successful. But we need to have
some kind of protection behind

IF YOU WANT TO HIRE
CHAD JOHNSON AS A GUIDE
You may call him at 601-668-5545.
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Events of Interest to NAFF Members

No events scheduled until further notice!

